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that public key solutions based on IBC are similarly efficient,
as those which are based on the PKI. However, the former
provides additional possibilities thanks to the properties of the
public key.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
contains some discussion about the relevance of IBC and
WebAssembly and also describes Pairing-based cryptography
and the standard IBC scheme. Our IBC implementation and
its novelties are presented in Section III. Afterward, Section
IV outlines the performance of our library on multiple platforms. Section V gives a conclusion and contains some future
development plans.
II. P RELIMINARIES
A. Pairing
For q = pk with a prime p denote Fq the finite field with
q elements. Let E = E(Fq ) be an elliptic curve over Fq . For
the subgroup G1 ⊆ E the mapping e : G1 × G1 → Fq with
 ≥ 1 is called pairing if
bilinear: For all P, Q ∈ G1 and for all a, b ∈ Z∗q we have
e(aP, bQ) = e(P, Q)ab .
non degenerated: If P is a non-zero element of G1 then
e(P, P ) generate Fq .
Pairing is a rich theory and has numerous applications
in cryptography, see the book of Cohen et al [10]. Its first
celebrated application is due to Menezes, Okamoto and Vanstone [11], who proved that for supersingular elliptic curves
the discrete elliptic logarithm problem can be reduced in
polynomial time to a discrete logarithm problem. To prove this
result they used the efficiently computable Weil pairing. To
avoid technical difficulties we do not define the Weil pairing,
but refer to the paper of Boneh and Franklin [2]. There you
may find not only the exact definition of the Weil pairing, but
also its application to the identity based cryptography.

2

is a string clearly identifying an individual or organization in
a certain domain. It is important to mention that not just the
identifier can be arbitrary, but also the domain which specifies
the scope of the identifier. This domain can be a global or
even a local one, with only a few people in it.
The attractiveness of IBC comes from the previously mentioned properties of the public key, making it possible to establish systems without certification authorities and with simpler
key management. Thus, IBC satisfies all six requirements in
a cost-effective and user-accessible way.
From the point of this paper, two applications of IBC
are relevant, encryption (IBE) and digital signature creation
(IBS). Figure 1 shows how a standard IBE scheme works.
The main participants are as follows: those want to exchange
encrypted messages with each other and a third party, which
handles the authentication and the private key generation. For
authentication purposes, any already deployed resource can be
reused, since this aspect is not limited by the scheme itself.
The private key generation is performed by a trusted third
party called the Private Key Generator (PKG).

B. Identity-based Cryptography
In a public-key cryptography system, one very important
task is key management. Nowadays, it is mostly handled by
the PKI, which seems to work well, however, it has some
shortcomings. In the white paper published by Micro Focus
International plc [12] six important requirements are specified
for enterprise key management.
• Deliver encryption keys.
• Authenticate users and deliver decryption keys.
• Jointly manage keys with partners.
• Deliver keys to trusted infrastructure components.
• Recover keys.
• Scale for growth.
The paper also clearly points out the shortcomings of the PKI.
In many ways, it is difficult to use, implement and manage.
This difficulty mainly comes from the need of maintaining
enormous databases, which can be compromised or damaged,
leading to severe data breaches or data loss. Additionally,
maintaining such databases can get very expensive.
IBC may offer an obvious solution to these problems. IBC
is a type of public-key cryptography in which the public key
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Fig. 1: How IBE works
The IBE scheme is based on four algorithms.
•

•

•

•

Setup. Responsible for the initialization of the system.
It generates the public parameters of the system and the
master secret.
Extract. This is the algorithm for calculating the private
key from the public parameters, the user’s identity, and
the master secret.
Encrypt. The algorithm for message encryption. It produces a ciphertext from the public parameters of the
system, the public key and the plaintext message.
Decrypt. The algorithm for message decryption. It uses
the public parameters of the system, a private key generated by the PKG and an encrypted message.

It should be noted, that Encrypt and Decrypt are the inverse
of each other. This means, if the message space is M, then
∀M ∈ M : Decrypt(Encrypt(M , ID), sQID ) = M , where
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ID is the user’s identity and sQID the corresponding secret
key.
There are already multiple types of implementations of
the IBE. The most popular variants are based on factoring,
discrete logarithm or pairing. The first implementation worth
mentioning is the Cocks IBE [13], which is based on integer
factorization and the quadratic residuosity problem. Unfortunately, this solution produces long ciphertexts and suffers
from long runtimes, rendering it inadequate for practical use.
The real break-through came with the Boneh-Franklin IBE
[2], which is based on pairing. This scheme is appropriate for
practical use, but there exist other well-known IBE schemes
with better performance, such as the Boneh-Boyen IBE [14],
Sakai-Kasahara IBE [15] and TinyIBE [4].
The standard IBS scheme is similar to the IBE scheme by
it’s structure. The first schemes were based on factoring or
RSA [1], [16], [17], but these were not practical. Nowadays
the ones based on pairing seem to be the preferred schemes,
for instance [18], [19] to name a few.
To assess the security provided by the schemes, Bellare,
Namprempre and Neven compared most of the existing IBS
schemes with their framework [20].

III. C RYPT ID

C. WebAssembly
In this section, we would like to provide a short overview of
WebAssembly, which is the key technology behind our work.
During the past decades, the Web has become a ubiquitous
application platform, allowing developers to target a huge
audience of users in a platform-independent manner. Thus, one
can see more and more use cases for the Web platform, even
in computation-intensive niches such as games, computeraided design or audio and video manipulation software. On
the other hand, efficient and at the same time, secure code
execution remained an issue: technologies such as ActiveX
[21], PNaCl [22] or asm.js [23] failed to consistently deliver
these properties.
Therefore, a new Web specification, WebAssembly has
born, aiming to securely speed up code execution on the Web
[24]. The design goals of WebAssembly revolve around two
key points, semantics and representation [8].
1) Design Goals: Regarding semantics, WebAssembly
aims to execute code with near-native performance in a safe,
sandboxed environment, while being hardware-, language- and
platform-independent. As WebAssembly can be seen as a
compilation target, language-independence means the lack of
a privileged programming or object model.
Considering representation, WebAssembly offers a compact,
modular binary format, that can be efficiently decoded, validated and compiled. The specification also considers streaming
and parallel compilation of modules.
2) Targeting WebAssembly: Several popular programming
languages offer WebAssembly as a compilation target, such
as C/C++, Rust or C#. As our library is written in C, here we
would only cover targeting facilities for that case.
Emscripten is a compiler toolchain built on top of LLVM,
that can create WebAssembly modules from C and C++
source files [25] [26]. It should be noted, however, that
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Emscripten is capable of much more than simply emitting
WebAssembly modules. As the browser (which is the main
target of Emscripten) is a vastly different environment than
the one assumed by most C applications, Emscripten offers
the Emscripten Runtime Environment including, for example,
a virtual file system, libc and libcxx implementations and
tailored input and output handling.
3) Embedding WebAssembly:
Despite its name,
WebAssembly was designed considering server-side
deployments from the ground up. The specification explicitly
states openness as one of its design goals, which is achieved
by providing a small, well-defined interface between the
host environment and the WebAssembly semantics. Since the
birth of the specification, several server-side runtimes have
appeared, such as Lucet [27] or Wasmer [28].
Regarding Emscripten, we have previously highlighted, that
it provides its own runtime environment in the browser. As
the WebAssembly specification does not cover interfacing
with system resources (such as files), currently each host has
to define its own, incompatible runtime environment. In the
future, this is going to change, since the WebAssembly System
Interface (WASI) specification aims to cover this area [29].
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In most of the cases, it is not obvious how to implement a
reliable cryptosystem, even if a mathematically proved secure
cryptography protocol is available to build on. During the
implementation, it is easy to make mistakes that open vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities could come from programming negligence (incorrect input validation), or mathematical
inattention, ignorance (using unsafe elliptic curves).
Most of the mistakes could be prevented, by using the
standards during the implementation. In the case of IBC,
multiple standards assist and guide the implementation [30],
[31], [32], [33], [34], [35].
This section of the paper is about our solution, called
CryptID, which is, in brief, an IBC implementation based on
the RFC 5091. Nevertheless, it is not just a usual implementation, its novelty can be approached from two directions.
The novelty in the implementation is that CryptID is based
on WebAssembly. Thanks to this property, CryptID is able
to work on both the server-side and the client-side, or even
completely separated from the web, providing a truly crossplatform and efficient IBC solution.
The novelty in the IBC scheme can be found in the public
key. CryptID uses structured public keys, which may contain
any kind of metadata with the identity string. This opens up
many kinds of domain-specific opportunities. For example, if
the current time is part of the metadata, then the keypair is
devised for one-time use.
A. Cross-platform operation
With CryptID we wanted to create a library which provides
efficient client-side IBC mainly targeting web browsers. Furthermore, we intended to implement a solution that can be used
on the server-side, and even on IoT and alike. The motivation
behind this was that we did not know about any open source
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IBC implementation which is out-of-the-box compatible with
these platforms.
Earlier, the only technology which was able to serve
these needs, was JavaScript. Unfortunately, JavaScript is far
from ideal regarding the performance of computation-intensive
tasks, which is just made worse by the fact that every browser
has different optimizations, meaning, if something runs fast
in one browser, it may be slow in the other. One solution
for this problem is asm.js [23], which is a carefully chosen,
easy-to-optimize subset of JavaScript. However, asm.js is not
a well-established standard.
WebAssembly, on the other hand, is a great choice for
projects like CryptID, because it is designed from the ground
up as a performance and secure target platform. Moreover,
WebAssembly made it possible for us to use GMP [36] as
our arbitrary-precision arithmetic library, providing a stable,
thoroughly tested foundation to our library.
B. Structured public key
As was written earlier, the essence of IBC is that the
public key clearly identifies an individual in a certain domain.
Furthermore, Boneh and Franklin in their work [2] mentioned
that the public keys are expandable with any kind of metadata.
It can be, for example, a year, which assigns a limited period
of validity to the public and private keys. In that paper they
simply concatenate the metadata to the identifier:

4

is Ciphertext Policy Attribute-based Encryption [39]. Besides,
there are some IBC protocols too, with the same essentials
[40], [41].
Unfortunately, most of the protocols that are targeting
multiple users with a single encryption suffer from the same
problem. The more flexibility the encryption provides, the
more computation is required by the clients, which results in
slower encryption and/or decryption.
C. Library structure
CryptID can be divided into two main components:
CryptID.wasm, which is a WebAssembly module, containing
the IBC routines. The source code is written in C and is
compiled to WebAssembly via Emscripten. The second part
of the library is CryptID.js, which is a wrapper on top of the
WebAssembly module, written in JavaScript. It provides an
easy to use interface for the developers.
The library formed by these parts can, in turn, be divided
into five smaller layers, shown in Figure 2.

”bob@company.com  current-year”

In our opinion, this is a brilliant idea, with one serious flaw.
By using concatenation, flexibility suffers greatly: everything
needs to be in a fixed order. Of course, this cannot be changed,
as the public key needs to be the same on the bit-level both
at encryption and extraction time. This could be a possible
point of failure, especially if there are plenty of metadata
concatenated.
One solution to this is to add an extra step to the protocol
before we use the public key. If we convert the public key to
JSON, we can accept arbitrary-ordered JSON documents from
the clients. The idea is simple: as the order of keys in a JSON
object does not carry any meaning, we are free to reorder them.
When given a public key, we always use the same key-sorting
algorithm, making it possible to feed bit-accurate public keys
to the rest of the protocol. Thus, the clients of CryptID do not
need to worry about the way they structure the public key.
Of course, this solution is only applicable to standard IBC
protocols. There are schemes, that are using more flexible
public keys and do not require complete bit-accuracy. The
first work related to this idea was presented by Sahai and
Waters [37]. This idea opened an entire branch of protocols,
which are focusing on the idea, that decryption should be
possible for users who own a public key, that is not bitaccurate to the key used for encryption, but satisfies some
kind of rules. This way, it is possible to target a group of users
with single encryption. The branch is called Attribute-based
Encryption, which has two papers containing the fundamentals
and both approaches the problem from different ways. One
is Key Policy Attribute-based Encryption [38] and the other
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Fig. 2: The structure of CryptID.
Elliptic-curve arithmetics: Most of the popular IBC
schemes are based on elliptic-curve cryptography, so the core
part of our library is the elliptic-curve arithmetics. The reason
behind writing our own implementation is that we could not
find a third-party solution that is well-tested and compilable
to WebAssembly. As our routines were designed and tested
with WebAssembly in mind, we could be sure that they would
operate correctly in this environment.
This layer is optimized to Type-1 curves, as recommended
in the RFC 5091. The class of curves of Type-1 is defined as
the class of all elliptic curves of equation E(Fp ) : y 2 = x3 + 1
for all primes p ≡ 11(mod 12). This class forms a subclass
of the class of supersingular curves.
To represent big numbers, we are using the GMP [36]
arithmetic library. The elliptic-curve points are represented
on the affine plane. The layer contains only the necessary
methods, namely point doubling, point addition and point
scalar multiplication.
Pairing-based cryptography: The majority of IBC protocols
are using the pairing operation. As the RFC 5091 recommends,
this layer provides a custom implementation of the Tate
pairing. The implementation maps two points of E(Fp ) to
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an element of Fp2 . The implementation is based on Lynn’s
dissertation [42] and Martin’s book [43].
Identity-based cryptography: The IBC routines are embedded into this layer. It includes the implementation of
the Boneh-Franklin IBE [2] and the Hess IBS [18]. It also
contains some miscellaneous helper functions, like an SHA
implementation based on the RFC 6234 standard [44], and
other hash functions based on SHA.
Wasm/JavaScript interoperability: The previous three layers together form an IBC implementation, which can even
be consumed by native applications, without the need for
WebAssembly compilation. However, when targeting the Web,
these layers are hidden behind a JavaScript interface, as a
WebAssembly module.
This abstraction is not absolutely necessary, because the
WebAssembly embedding environment allows to call the functions of the module directly. However, CryptID is designed for
those embedding environments, which grant the WebAssembly
module calls via JavaScript. Such environments include web
browsers or Node.js. This way CryptID can be called like
any other JavaScript library rendering WebAssembly a simple
implementation detail for clients.
To support this approach, it is crucial to implement an
interoperability layer, which is responsible for the following
tasks.
• Wrapping the C functions. To make the C functions
callable from JavaScript, they need to be wrapped with
the cwrap function of Emscripten’s Module object.
• Conversion between datatypes. In our case two conversions were necessary, in both cases back and forth. The
first one is the converson of GMP’s mpz t big number
type to JavaScript strings. The other one is the conversion
betwen raw C byte arrays and JavaScript ArrayBuffers.
• Bidirectional dataflow. It is not possible to use complex
types like structs as parameters or return values, so the
only way to exchange values is to copy between the
isolated memory spaces accessible to JavaScript and to
WebAssembly.
JavaScript interface: The JavaScript interface is a group of
functions and datatypes which are public for outside clients.
While previous layers can all be seen as implementation
details, this layer is the actual interface that clients may
consume.
Besides being a facade to lower layers, this layer has further
responsibilities.
• Input validation. Being the public interface of the library,
this is the only point where invalid input may enter into
the system. Such values include null values or objects and
strings with incorrect structure. Thanks to the validation
performed by this layer, malformed values cannot form
the basis of any computation.
• Key conversion. One of CryptID’s novelties was the
structured public key, which is able to contain any kind of
metadata. Currently, structured public keys are handled in
the interoperability layer, as JSON values. As there can be
multiple JSON representations of the semantically same
information, it is an important task to always convert
JSON strings with the same content to the same bitstream.
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Our solution is to first create a new JavaScript object
from the JSON string, with keys added in alphabetical order. Afterwards, JSON.stringify is called
on this object to produce a new JSON string. Since
JSON.stringify is guaranteed to preserve the original key addition order when producing JSON documents,
we will always get the same bitstream from documents
with the same keys. Thanks to this solution the lower
layers do not need to know anything about the structure
of the public key.
IV. P ERFORMANCE
In the next section, the performance of the CryptID library
is covered. We ran several benchmarks in multiple different
environments while exercising the most performance-critical
parts of the codebase. Where appropriate, we also compared
the performance of our solution with the native version of
other, well-established libraries. The IBS scheme is based on
the same algorithms as the IBE protocol, so it’s performance
evaluation is not included in the paper, but the main results
are identical.
First, we briefly outline the benchmark environments, which
is followed by a detailed description of the performed experiments and their results.
A. Environments
Proving the platform-independent nature of our library,
we aimed to benchmark it on a variety of platforms and
WebAssembly embedders. On the desktop, we performed
experiments in three different embedders (Mozilla Firefox,
Google Chrome, Node.js), and we also included the performance of the native version of the library as a baseline result.
The exact hardware and software specifications can be seen in
Table I. Regarding the mobile, we executed measurements in
a single embedder (Google Chrome). Detailed specifications
are available in Table II.
On all platforms, we used the Google Benchmark library
[45] for our experiments. An experiment comprises twenty
performance tests, where each test contains multiple executions of the same code on the same input. The result of the
experiment is calculated as the average of the execution times.
Inputs were chosen randomly for the four RFC defined security
levels shown in Table III. Here, p is the order of the base finite
field, the elliptic curve is defined over, while k stands for the
RSA keylength providing comparable security [46].
Parameter
Model
CPU
OS
emscripten
gcc
Node.js
Firefox Quantum

Value
Dell Inspiron 5567 (2017)
i7-7500U, 2,7 GHz
Ubuntu 16.04.4 LTS
1.38.8
5.4.0 20160609
v8.9.1
62.0.3

TABLE I: Desktop hardware and software configuration.
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Parameter
Parameter
Model
Model
CPU
CPU
OS
OS
Chrome for Mobile
Chrome for Mobile

Value
Value
Nokia 6.1 TA-1043
Nokia 6.1 TA-1043
Qualcomm Snapdragon 630, 2.2 GHz
Qualcomm Snapdragon 630, 2.2 GHz
Android 8.1.0 - Kernel 4.4.78-perf+
Android 8.1.0 - Kernel 4.4.78-perf+
68.0.3440.91
68.0.3440.91

TABLE
TABLE II:
II: Mobile
Mobile hardware
hardware and
and software
software configuration.
configuration.
Security Level
Security Level
LOWEST
LOWEST
LOW
LOW
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
HIGH
HIGH

p bitlength
p bitlength
512
512
1024
1024
1536
1536
3840
3840

k
k
1024
1024
2048
2048
3072
3072
7680
7680

TABLE
TABLE III:
III: Security
Security levels
levels and
and values
values for
for appropriate
appropriate
parameters
as
stated
in
RFC
5091.
parameters as stated in RFC 5091.
B.
B. Benchmark
Benchmark Results
Results
1)
1) Elliptic
Elliptic Curve
Curve Scalar
Scalar Multiplication:
Multiplication: Considering
Considering the
the
elliptic
curve
arithmetics,
the
scalar
multiplication
elliptic curve arithmetics, the scalar multiplication of
of elliptic
elliptic
curve
curve points
points is
is aa key
key operation
operation to
to IBE.
IBE. This
This operation
operation can
can be
be
found
in
a
vast
number
of
libraries,
from
which
we
found in a vast number of libraries, from which we chose
chose
MIRACL
MIRACL [5]
[5] and
and PARI
PARI [47]
[47] for
for our
our benchmarks
benchmarks because
because
these
these are
are well-known
well-known and
and thoroughly
thoroughly tested
tested solutions.
solutions. In
In our
our
experiments,
we
compared
the
performance
of
four
different
experiments, we compared the performance of four different
configurations:
configurations: native
native MIRACL,
MIRACL, native
native PARI,
PARI, native
native CryptID
CryptID
and
CryptID
WebAssembly
(Node.js).
and CryptID WebAssembly (Node.js).
In
In Figure
Figure 3,
3, we
we graphed
graphed the
the benchmark
benchmark results
results on
on aa logalogarithmic
scale,
where
the
vertical
axis
represents
the
rithmic scale, where the vertical axis represents the runtime
runtime in
in
nanoseconds.
nanoseconds. It
It is
is clear
clear that
that MIRACL
MIRACL is
is several
several magnitudes
magnitudes
faster
faster than
than any
any other
other solution.
solution. On
On the
the other
other hand,
hand, we
we would
would
like
to
highlight,
that
the
native
version
of
CryptID
like to highlight, that the native version of CryptID is
is just
just
aa little
little behind
behind PARI,
PARI, which
which is
is promising.
promising. Being
Being this
this close
close
results
results from
from the
the same
same choice
choice of
of algorithm
algorithm (double-and-add)
(double-and-add)
and
and arithmetic
arithmetic library
library (GMP).
(GMP). In
In the
the case
case of
of the
the WebAssembly
WebAssembly
version,
version, aa somewhat
somewhat consistent
consistent performance
performance penalty
penalty can
can be
be nonoticed,
compared
to
the
native
version.
As
the
specification
ticed, compared to the native version. As the specification and
and
the
the implementations
implementations mature,
mature, we
we expect
expect this
this gap
gap to
to decrease
decrease
gradually.
gradually.

Fig.
Fig. 3:
3: Performance
Performance comparison
comparison of
of elliptic
elliptic curve
curve scalar
scalar
multiplication
solutions.
multiplication solutions.
2)
2) Encrypt:
Encrypt: CryptID
CryptID was
was primarily
primarily designed
designed for
for client-side
client-side
use
cases,
where
encryption
and
decryption
take
use cases, where encryption and decryption take place
place on
on the
the
user’s
device.
Optimizing
the
performance
of
these
operations
user’s device. Optimizing the performance of these operations
is
is crucial,
crucial, as
as we
we expect
expect them
them to
to executed
executed be
be frequently
frequently in
in aa
wide
variety
of
browsers
and
devices.
Thus,
we
first
measured
wide variety of browsers and devices. Thus, we first measured
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the
the runtime
runtime of
of the
the encrypt
encrypt method
method in
in four
four different
different configconfigurations:
desktop
Node.js,
desktop
Firefox
browser,
urations: desktop Node.js, desktop Firefox browser, desktop
desktop
Chrome
Chrome browser,
browser, and
and again,
again, desktop
desktop native
native as
as aa baseline.
baseline.
The
logarithmically
graphed
results
can
be
The logarithmically graphed results can be seen
seen in
in Figure
Figure
4,
where
the
vertical
axis
represents
the
runtime
in
4, where the vertical axis represents the runtime in millisecmilliseconds.
onds. On
On the
the desktop,
desktop, the
the same
same sized
sized performance
performance gap
gap is
is
present
between
the
native
and
WebAssembly
versions,
present between the native and WebAssembly versions, as
as
in
in the
the case
case of
of elliptic
elliptic curve
curve scalar
scalar multiplication.
multiplication. Executing
Executing
the
WebAssembly
code
is
consistently
the WebAssembly code is consistently three
three to
to four
four times
times
slower
slower than
than the
the native
native program.
program. However,
However, we
we were
were quite
quite
surprised
surprised to
to discover,
discover, that
that our
our experiments
experiments took
took approximately
approximately
the
the same
same time
time to
to finish
finish in
in Node.js
Node.js and
and Firefox,
Firefox, considering
considering
the
difference
between
the
WebAssembly
the difference between the WebAssembly runtimes
runtimes of
of these
these
environments.
environments.

Fig.
Fig. 4:
4: Performance
Performance comparison
comparison of
of the
the encrypt
encrypt function
function in
in
across
various
environments.
across various environments.
Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, encryption
encryption on
on the
the mobile
mobile is
is around
around four
four to
to
five
times
slower
than
on
the
desktop.
The
difference
five times slower than on the desktop. The difference results
results
from
from the
the gap
gap between
between desktop
desktop and
and mobile
mobile computational
computational
power.
In
spite
of
that,
execution
time
of
power. In spite of that, execution time of the
the low
low and
and medium
medium
security
security level
level can
can still
still be
be considered
considered acceptable
acceptable in
in practice.
practice.
3)
3) Components
Components of
of Encrypt:
Encrypt: After
After outlining
outlining and
and comparing
comparing
the
performance
of
the
encrypt
operation
in
the performance of the encrypt operation in different
different envienvironments,
ronments, we
we would
would also
also like
like to
to further
further break
break this
this operation
operation
down
down into
into smaller
smaller components.
components. The
The pie
pie charts
charts of
of Figure
Figure 55
show
the
results
of
profiling
an
experiment
on
a
high
show the results of profiling an experiment on a high input
input
in
in the
the desktop
desktop Firefox
Firefox environment.
environment.

Fig.
Fig. 5:
5: Profiling
Profiling results
results of
of aa single
single encrypt
encrypt execution
execution on
on
HIGH
input
in
the
desktop
Firefox
environment.
HIGH input in the desktop Firefox environment.
The
The run
run time
time of
of encrypt
encrypt is
is impacted
impacted by
by the
the performance
performance
of
the
Tate
pairing
and
the
HashToPoint
of the Tate pairing and the HashToPoint function.
function. As
As it
it
can
be
seen
on
the
bottom
right
chart,
the
execution
can be seen on the bottom right chart, the execution time
time
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of the latter is approximately equivalent to that of a single
elliptic curve scalar multiplication. Regarding the Tate pairing,
modular exponentiation and multiplicative inverse have the
largest influence on the performance.
4) Decrypt: We also performed experiments on the decrypt function in the same configurations as in the case of
encryption. Based on the previous tests, we already had an
approximate expectation regarding the performance of this
function.
The actual results are shown in Figure 6, graphed on a
logarithmic scale. Just as expected, the native desktop version
has the best performance, while desktop Firefox is on par
with Node.js. The performance gaps are of the same size as
observed in the case of encryption.

scalar multiplication [48], and with some useful tricks, like
precalculations.
Furthermore, another direction is the binary size reduction.
Even though our bare library itself is lightweight, our dependency on GMP increases the linked binary size to a few
hundred kilobytes. Unfortunately, dropping this dependency
would cost us a lot of work, thus we are thinking of different approaches. Such an approach, for example, is called
tree-shaking, which means the disposal of the unused code,
potentially reducing the size of the linked binary even further.
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